
 

 

 

             

          18th April 2020 
“How Many, not How Much”    
When agents are arranging killing space with their farming clients, the main 
question they are asked as “how many can go?" - the price is secondary. 
This week’s feature articles review the position that meat companies have on 
market outlook and processing capacity and also how the banking sector views 
the impact that the shutdown is having on business viability. The Wairarapa could do with another rain, meanwhile further 
north, they are still waiting for the drought-breaker. 
South Island Round-up 
Marlborough is seriously dry. Apart from a good salt and grape harvest, there’s not a lot of other good news. A lot of stock 
are being supplementary fed, but the supply of conventional feeds has all but dried up. Autumn-sown brassica crops have 
struggled but the more aggressive cereal feed crops are getting up and going. Stock agents are doing a great job measuring 
out killing space and finding a home for weaners. Feels like it’s going to be a long winter. 
In North Canterbury the irrigators have been turned back on after the promised Easter rain came to nothing. Too dry to 
apply nitrogen. Store stock is moving, albeit at weak price levels ($2.50/kgLW for lambs). 
Canterbury experienced cold southerlies all week which shut down growth. Younger cattle are still trading but R2 cattle very 
slow. Feed supplements are scarce. Bracing for further hits on the lamb schedule. 
Central Otago farmers are having to make some tough decisions around carrying finishing stock for an extended period: not 
mating hoggets, applying nitrogen and buying more supplement. Winter crop originally for dairy support in some cases is 
now having to go into beef cattle, placing more pressure on winter grazing. Difficulty getting ewes crutched in preparation 
for mating, with some farmers just doing dirty ewes and not crutching the rest. Coastal Otago has had a cold dry spell which 
has slowed up the crops just when they were getting going. Baleage at a premium $85-$95/bale. 
Southland plunged into winter this week with low snow and plummeting ground temperatures. Excellent growth in feed 
crops over the last three weeks. Stock in good condition but it’s taken a lot of feed. Acute pressure caused by lack of killing 
space amplified by the cold conditions. Very little store stock moving. The “long acre” is getting a good chew-over, made 
easier by less traffic. The dairy sector very concerned about availability of winter grazing. 
 

Great Silver Fern Farms Result 
Silver Fern Farms Limited has reported an after-tax profit of almost $71 million for the 2019 financial year, its strongest 
annual result in more than a decade. Silver Fern Farms Co-operative, which owns half of SFF Ltd, reported an after-tax profit 
of $34.9m for the financial year.  The result is a significant improvement on the previous year when SFF Ltd had a profit of 
$5.8m and the co-op reported a $900,000 profit. 
 

Store Prices Continue to Soften 
NI store male lambs have been selling in the paddock for $2.60-$2.70 and ewe lambs $2.30-$2.40. This may soften further 
with schedule changes.SI prices $2.50-$2.70 (males). Good weaner steers are holding at $2.80-$2.90 and heifers $2.30-
$2.40. 18M cattle are harder work: steers $2.50-$2.55, heifers $2.20 and bulls $2.20. SI prices similar. 
 

Bull and Prime Beef Steady. Cow and Lamb Schedules Back. Bull and steer prices have steadied this week (a little bit 
academic), but cow is back 5c/kg. The lamb operating price has drifted back 15c to around $6.50-$6.60 (NI), $6.30-$6.40 SI. 
 

AT A GLANCE (NI) -2 weeks -1 week This Week   Trend Change 

Store Lambs 2019  (30-35 kg) $2.50-$2.60 $2.70-$2.80 $2.60-$2.70 ⬇ -10c 

Export Lamb  $6.95 $6.70 $6.50-$6.60 ⬇ -15c 

18M Steer $2.50 $2.50-$2.60 $2.50-$2.55 = = 

P2 Steer   (295 kg)  $4.95 $4.85 $4.85 =  

Bull  (295 kg)   $4.95 $4.85 $4.85 =  

Local Trade Beef (220 kg) $4.95 $4.85 $4.85 =  

Strong Wool Indicator 243 243 243 =  

90-day Bill Rate 0.36% 0.34% 0.34% =  

US Bull Price (c/lb US) 230 222 217 ⬇ -5c 

$NZ/£UK 0.4861 0.4778 0.4827 ⬆ +1% 

NZ/$US 0.6019 0.6078 0.6028 =  

Banking Position on Downturn 
Meat Company Position on Downturn 
Support for SMEs 



 

 

Banking Sector-  Summary 
 
Big Picture 
 
• The banks are more concerned with the viability of their commercial and retail customers than they are about the 

primary sector right now. They know that their clients have generally had a good year cashwise (to date) and that the 
main issue is around getting stock processed and stock transactions completed. In other words, they know the 
revenue is there, it is mainly a question of timing. 

• One banker referred to agriculture as the “one shining jewel” in their portfolio. They know that farmers are used to 
dealing with big swings in their business environment, and are experienced in  dealing with adversity. 

• Their main concern for the Ag sector is the disruption in our offshore markets that may get worse before it gets 
better i.e. retailers and distributors struggling to hold their businesses, interruption to supply chains and change in 
consumer buying power and consumer habits on the other side of this pandemic. 

Working Capital 

• So far there have been no extraordinary demands for working capital from either the dairy or the red meat sectors. 

• Suspect that many farmers have been too preoccupied with managing the drought and with getting stock moving to 
be revising budgets. It has been too much of a moving target to date. 

• Can see a looming problem though with finishers who are holding a lot of stock, waiting for processing capacity. Not 
only is this delaying revenue flows but it is chopping up valuable feed that impacts on the next trade. Expecting to see 
demand for temporary overdraft extension from now through to October (?) from this sector. Some breeding 
operations in the South Island are a similar situation due to the later timing of their selling pattern. 

• The other group that are requiring more overdraft are the smaller businesses for whom the delay of one or two loads 
of stock has a relatively big hit on cash flow. 

Liquidity 

• Unlike the GFC, this is a crisis of constrained economic activity, not a banking crisis. In addition, the banks are much 
stronger now than they were in 2007 and source a much higher percentage of their capital onshore than they did 
then. Although deposit rates are low, cash is moving back into term deposits as equities and other investment options 
become more volatile.  

• Acquiring higher levels of working capital should not be a problem for businesses that have sound fundamentals. The 
banks will however require updated budgets for this year and the following year, possibly augmented by a feed 
budget, before adjusting working capital facilities. 

Principal Relief 

• Not a lot of enquiry for principal relief to date. Banks have only just brought their customers around to paying regular 
principal again, and are reluctant to change that position. 

• Approximately 1.2 billion of debt has been repaid in the dairy sector over the last eighteen months. In some ways, 
this downturn has vindicated banks’ insistence that farm businesses shore up their balance sheets to make them 
more resilient in such downturns. 

• Will however look at “holidays” for principal repayment where there are alternative investments being made that will 
add to the strength of the business. 

Equity 

• Not expecting to see any downward pressure on land values as result of this economic downturn. If anything, the 
perception of land as an investment may be strengthened by recent events. The profitability coming out of the dairy 
sector is positive for land values, whereas the red meat sector has been steadier all along.  

 

Interest Rates 

• These are still tracking down rather than up. The Reserve Bank has deferred the first step in raising capital adequacy 
ratios that was due to happen in July. This has now been stepped out over a six-year period rather than five, so there 
is no reason for banks to be increasing their rates in anticipation of this cost, for the next twelve months. 

• That’s not to say that they won’t continue to review their risk pricing on a customer-by-customer basis. 

• Who would have thought that you could secure a five year rate under 4%? 



 

 

• Although the short term rates are still drifting down there is not a lot of “down space” left! What seems to be 
happening is that the longer term rates will start to drift up as the market anticipates increases in rates again over 
time. Borrowers should keep an eye on 4 to 5 year rates if they are looking to secure cheap long-term money and 
take some risk out of the business. 

Commodity Pricing 

• The range in outlook on commodity pricing between banks is widest for the dairy sector, where Rabobank is 
forecasting $5.60 for next season and other banks are in the $6.00 to $6.70 range. While it may be out of step with 
other forecasters, Rabobank’s outlook cannot be discounted because of the extensive international research resource 
it draws from. 

 

 

Meat Processors - Summary 
We have spoken to a number of meat processors during the week. 

Overseas Markets 

• The good news is that demand from China is picking up rapidly and may be back to its pre-Covid 19 levels within 
2 months. (Remembering that there had been a correction in this market in December before the pandemic was 
a factor.)  

• Another positive is that we are into the second half of the season and the worst of the North Island drought 
pressure is behind us, in fact the drought prompted many NI businesses to process stock earlier than normal. 

• The reality however is that China takes mainly the lower value cuts and our pricing for both lamb and beef 
depends on UK, European, North American and Middle Eastern markets. 

• There are some scary predictions out there around possible unemployment levels and depression in GDP (OECD 
suggest -25% USA, -22% Australia, -30% NZ), though these are only conjecture at this stage. 

• There are real concerns around the impact that the lockdown and “hit” on economic activity will have on these 
markets in the medium term: 

i. How many restaurants, cafés and even fast food businesses won’t survive this downturn? 

ii. How many in-market further-processers will struggle to operate after the downturn? 

iii. What damage may have been done to supply chains and distribution networks? 

iv. How much spending power will consumers have when they have been out of work for a 
couple of months? On tighter budgets, will they source cheaper forms of protein? 

v. How much will food preferences and buying habits have changed (e.g. online pre-prepared 
meals versus going out to a restaurant)? 

vi. How many have learnt to cook now rather than eat out? 

• The downturn in the food service industries (restaurants/cafés) in our markets is a real concern particularly for 
lamb. The proportion of the lamb carcass that is sold into the foodservice sector appears to be different from 
company to company but averages about 40% by volume, and of course is higher by value. For prime and bull 
beef the figure is closer to 15 to 20% .  

• It appears inevitable that the volume and make up of demand for our red meat will be different in the rebuild 
from this pandemic. It may take more than twelve months to know the answers to these questions. 

• In the meantime, China knows that international red meat prices are softer and will only pay what the rest of 
our markets are paying for product. 

 

Processing Capacity 

• The big question is, how quickly can processing capacity recover under a Level 3 or Level 2 scenario, and will that 
capacity recover evenly around the country or vary by region? 

• At this stage it appears that the meat processing capacity may not change significantly under Level 3 where the 
requirement is to maintain “safe” practice (i.e. social distancing). 

• As we get closer to the winter, the looming animal welfare issue may bring extra pressure to bear on giving the 
processing industry some dispensation around their protocols. 



 

 

• At the moment, the wait time for beef in the North Island is around 3-5 weeks and 3-4 weeks for lamb, with no 
assurance that the numbers booked will all go. The corresponding wait times for beef and sheep in the South 
Island are both 5 to 6 weeks. Under the “most likely” scenario for plant operation, factoring in some easing of 
the Covid-19 protocols , one major company is estimating that the capacity will come into line with supply for 
North Island beef and sheep by around the second week in May. For SI the prediction is cattle mid-June and  
sheep the end of May. These projections will vary from company to company. 

• This outlook may seem optimistic the way it feels right now, in the middle of three short weeks of processing. 
But it is likely that a lot of stock are multi-booked and that the backlog could disappear quite quickly once we 
get back into full weeks of kill. Meanwhile the companies are continuing to refine their production systems 
under the new regime and are picking up further efficiencies along the way. 

 

Price Outlook 

Lamb 

• There appears to be more concern about the export lamb pricing over the next six months than there is for beef. 
This is because of lamb’s greater dependence on the foodservice sector as mentioned above. 

• We understand that the price correction that we’ve seen in the export lamb schedule over the last month (-
30c/kg) has mainly reflected the increased cost of processing under the new configuration. 

• The general consensus is that the export lamb schedule could have further downside in the short term to 
$6.00/kg or less, as the full impact of the UK, EU and USA market downturn takes effect. 

• Traditionally, the late-winter pricing is up to $1.50/kg higher than the mid-autumn pricing, which would 
ordinarily suggest a return to $8.50/kg by August/September, but given what we know about market conditions  
and the outlook, it seems that in the best case scenario, this peak pricing won’t exceed $7.50-$7.80/kg. The 
medium and poor scenarios might look like $7.00 and $6.50/kg respectively. 

• The finishing margins on a 33 kg lamb, bought for $2.70/kgLW, grown at 150g/day and sold at 20 kg c/w, would 
be $58/hd (36c/kgDM) at $7.50/kg sale price, $48/hd (31c/kgDM) at $7.00/kg, and $38/hd (24c/kgDM) at 
$6.00/kg. 

• Looking further out to the 2020/21 year it would seem prudent to be budgeting on a range of $6.50 to $8.00/kg 
for the high and low supply parts of the season respectively. 

All Beef 

• The strong beef prices that we saw in October/November last year were mainly driven by China’s protein 
shortage, which forced up North American imported pricing. After the correction in December/January, sales 
were diversified to other markets which helped sales through the worst of the Chinese shutdown. 

• Exporters are reporting strong interest in beef returning from China but a corresponding decline in demand 
from the North American market as their lockdown bites. 

• Because, however, the majority of both prime and manufacturing product goes into the processed beef food 
chain, there is more all optimism around beef pricing over the next six months than there is for lamb. 

• A general consensus is that both prime and bull pricing may hold in the $4.50-$5.00 range over the next 3-4 
months. An optimistic scenario would have those prices peaking at around $5.50-5.70/kg in 
September/October, the medium scenario at $5.00-$5.50 and a poor scenario at $4.70-$5.00. 

• The margin on carrying a 460 kg bull, worth $2.20/kg ($1012) through to October growing at 0.8kg/day, killing 
out at 320 kg at $5.60/kg would be around $726/hd or 34.5c/kgDM. At $5.20/kg the margin would be $600/hd 
(28.5c/kgDM) and at $4.80, $471/hd or 22.4c/kgDM). 

• For 2020/21 year pricing, the prudent range might be $4.50-$5.50 for the high and low supply seasons 
respectively, with little margin between prime and bull. 

But Anything Can Happen 

The last few months have taught us to expect the unexpected.  

Keeping it in perspective, we need to remember that the world protein shortage brought about by the African Swine 
Fever epidemic has not gone away so underlying demand for red meat should prevail. We’ve seen in New Zealand 
that, in times of uncertainty, consumer demand reverts to traditional food types, and if this is the trend 
internationally, this could see a resurgence in demand for red meat, particularly that produced from sources with 
high integrity. 



 

 

Remuneration Survey 
 
Here at BakerAg we are committed to getting this biennial survey completed, despite disruption from the lockdown 
and flow-on effects. We believe it is a critical resource for our clients in providing transparency in setting 
remuneration levels for their staff. 
We realise that you all have a lot on your plates at the moment, but we would be very grateful if you could find a 
couple of hours to complete the survey and get it back to us. 
We will extend the deadline until the end of May if necessary, which will push the publication out to early July. We 
hope you agree that this is worthwhile commitment. 
 
Chris Garland: Director,  BakerAg 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 

 
 
OTHER PRICES 

SI Lamb Schedule $6.70              ⬇ SI P Beef Schedule $4.70  =  
NI Local Trade Beef $4.95                ⬇ NI 220-245 kg M Cow $3.40  = 
NI 220-245 kg P Cow $3.50              = NI Venison 60 kg stag $7.00  = 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
STORE STOCK PRICES 

(On-Farm prices unless stated otherwise) 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

SOUTHERN NORTH 
ISLAND 

CANTERBURY OTAGO/SOUTHLAND 

Store Lambs (2019)          
Male & MS 40+ kg $2.50-$2.60 ⬇ $2.40 = $2.40 = 

 35-38 kg $2.60-$2.70 ⬇ $2.50 = $2.50 = 
 30-35 kg $2.60-$2.70 ⬇ $2.50 = $2.50 = 
 28-30 kg $2.60-$2.70 ⬇ $2.70 = $2.70 = 
 25-28 kg $2.70-$2.80 ⬇ $2.70 = $2.70 = 
Ewe Lambs 33-38 kg $2.30 ⬇ $2.50 = $2.50 = 
 27-30 kg $2.40 ⬇ $2.40 = $2.40 = 
Works Ewes 22-24kg $4.55 ⬆ $3.70 = $3.70 = 

  $1110 ⬆ $90 = $90 = 
Good 18 M steers trad 400-450 kg $2.50-$2.55 ⬇ $2.50 = $2.40-2.50 ⬇ 
Med  18 M steers trad 350-400 kg $2.50-$2.55 ⬇ $2.50 = $2.40-2.50 ⬇ 
Top  18 M   heifers trad 300-350 kg $2.20-$2.30 ⬇ $2.20 = $2.00 ⬇ 
Med  18 M  heifers trad 
Med 18 M  heifers (DX) 

300-350 kg 
300-350 kg 

$2.15-$2.20 
$2.15-$2.20 

⬇ 
⬇ 

$2.20 
$2.10 

= 
= 

$2.00 
$2.00 

⬇ 
⬇ 

18 M Friesian Bulls 400-450 kg $2.20 ⬇ $2.00 = $2.00 ⬇ 
18 M Friesian Bulls 350-400 kg $2.20 ⬇ $2.00 = $2.00 ⬇ 
        
Top Trad Weaner Steers 
Med Trad Weaner Steers 
Top XT Weaner Steers 
Med XT Weaner Steers 

240-280 kg 
200-240 kg 
240-280 kg 
200-240 kg 

$2.80-$2.90 
$2.80-$2.90 
$2.80-$2.90 
$2.80 

= 
= 
= 
= 

$2.70 
$2.70-$2.80 
$2.70 
$2.80-$2.90 

= 
= 
= 
= 
 

$2.80-$2.85 
$2.80-$2.85 
$2.80 
$2.80-$2.85 

= 
= 
= 
= 
 

Top Trad Weaner Heifers 
Med Trad Weaner  Heifers 
Top XT Weaner  Heifers 
Med XT Weaner  Heifers 

200-250 kg 
170-200 kg 
200-250 kg 
170-200 kg 

$2.30-$2.40 
$2.30-$2.40 
$2.30-$2.40 
$2.30-$2.40 

⬇ 
⬇ 
⬇ 
⬇ 
 

$2.30 
$2.40 
$2.30 
$2.40 

= 
= 
= 
= 
 

$2.40-$2.50 
$2.40-$2.50 
$2.40-$2.50 
$2.50 

= 
= 
= 
= 
 

Weaner F Bulls 
Weaner F Bulls 

170 kg 
200 kg 

$2.50 
$2.30-$2.40 

⬇ 
⬇ 
 

$2.40 = $2.30 ⬇ 

This newsletter is confidential to subscribers. It is not to be reproduced or distributed to any other party without the express prior 
written permission of the Editor. The opinions and facts provided are based on information and data believed to be correct at the 
time of writing. Prices and quotes will however be subject to change without notice. BakerAg (NZ) Limited and CHE Holdings Ltd 
accept no liability for any loss or damage that may result from actions or failure to act upon the information and opinions provided 
herein. While antivirus protection tools have been employed, you should check the safety and content of this mail and 
attachments. The publishers accept no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by or contained in this email and 
attachments. 

 

NOTICES 
 

 

BakerAg Remuneration Survey 
We understand that you’ve got a lot on your plate at the moment, but just a reminder to complete the BakerAg remuneration 
survey when you can find time. Much appreciated.  https://www.bakerag.co.nz/remuneration-survey  
 

Grazing Available? If you have hogget or cow or cattle grazing available, please let us know so we can make it known through the 
AgLetter. cigar@bakerag.co.nz or Chris on 0274379834.  
 

Grazing wanted for 250 R2 in calf dairy heifers. From May 1st to June 20th. Must be TB and Bovis free. Call Braeden Whitelock 027 
446 4233 
Looking for baleage or winter grazing for up to 200 dry dairy cows from 1st of June till end of July. Separate mobs will be fine. Please 
contact Shayne on 06 374 0977 

https://www.bakerag.co.nz/remuneration-survey
mailto:cigar@bakerag.co.nz


 

 

       1st September 2018 
Huey is right on time… 
Huey never lets us get away with it that easy. With the majority of lambing in full swing 
on the East Coast, Huey decides to chuck in a little weather bomb to remind us he is still 
in charge. Forecasts were for torrential rain and widespread flooding; however, it looks 
like most areas have dodged a bullet, with the heaviest falls at the top of East Cape and in the eastern Bay of Plenty. 
Farmers in Gisborne and Tolaga Bay have sighed with relief as they are still cleaning up from the June damage. Forest 
managers have turned their phones back on! 
 
Northland - Blue sky days and a bit of wind has dried the region out. With the mild temperatures and lack of real wet cold 
stuff lamb survival has been exceptional to date. The region is still tight for feed but with ground temperatures lifting the 
region is turning a corner. There is strong demand for store cattle as farmers look to get their spring numbers right. Banks 
are still encouraging dairy farmers to pay down debt, particularly those who have struggled to contain their cost structure 
in recent years.  
Wairarapa - Plenty of daffodils and a few sprayed-out paddocks is a good sign spring is upon us and the contractors are 
keen to burn some diesel! Feed covers are still tight in the region and with another large rainfall event ground conditions 
are still pretty wet.  A few traders who were chasing the $ signs and pushing animals to heavy weights have lightened off. 
The bulk of lambing is just stating to kick into gear with the 1st of April a pretty common tupping date.  
 
Back-flip on N leaching in the Horizons region? 
How N is allocated in catchments is always a contentious topic. Recently the Horizons Regional Council approved a three-
staged approach to freshwater management in the region, which could result in the proposed One Plan changes averting a 
predicted $105 million a year hit to the Tararua economy.  The changes include a recalibration of nitrogen leaching tables 
in the One Plan. Last year the environment court told the council it must refuse consent to farmers unable to restrict 
nitrogen leaching to totals in the One Plan's Table 14.2. These N leaching figures were set using an old version of Overseer 
which understated N leaching compared to the new version. Fish & Game and the environmental defence society will be 
all over this - watch this space! 
 
Roundup and burnt toast dangerous for your health!   
Monsanto have been ordered to pay $289 million in world's first Roundup cancer trial. A California jury on Friday found 
Monsanto liable in a lawsuit filed by a man who alleged the company’s glyphosate-based weed-killers, including Roundup, 
caused his cancer and ordered the company to pay $289 million in damages. 
 
Milk price drop - not so big  
The only surprise with Fonterra’s August milksolids payout review is that it didn’t go lower. With most indicators 
suggesting $6.50 was the number, the announcement of $6.75 is actually better than expected.  A typical lower North 
Island farm that produces 140,000 kg MS will have $19,000 less revenue to January and $42,000 less income by June 2019. 
 

 

AT A GLANCE (NI) -2 weeks -1 week This Week   Trend Change 

Store Lambs 2017   $4.40-$4.80 $4.30-$4.60 $4.20-$4.50  -10c 

Export Lamb  $8.30 $8.40 - $8.50 $8.50 - $8.60  +10c 

18 M Store Steer $3.10-$3.30 $3.20-$3.30 $3.20-$3.30 =  

P2 Steer   (295 kg)  $5.75 $5.85 $6.00  +15c 

Bull  (295 kg)   $5.40 $5.40 $5.50  +10c 

Local Trade Beef (220 kg) $5.80 $5.95 $6.05  +10c 

Strong Wool Indicator 302 323 323 =  

90-day Bill Rate 1.90% 1.91% 1.91% =  

US Bull Price (c/lb US) 198 198 202   +4c 

$NZ/£UK 0.5179 0.5182 0.5106  -1.5% 

NZ/$US 0.6597 0.6643 0.6647 =  

Cracking that Weaning 
Weight  



 

 

Cracking that Weaning Weight! 
In writing this article we acknowledge the following:  Beef + Lamb NZ’s “400 Plus: A Guide to 
Improved Lamb Growth Rates”, and Information from Tom Fraser and Trevor Cook. 

The easiest time to grow a lamb is from birth to weaning and this article will focus 
on this critical period. Small gains in lamb weaning weight can have a large effect on 
the bottom line and your farm system.  

Improving Lamb Weaning Weights - What’s the Prize? 

There are many advantages to improving lamb weaning weights, and with the current sheepmeat prices there is 
some serious money on the table this year.  

$ In the Bank 

• More marketing options - More prime off mum (POM) at a higher schedule. Lambs POM inherently have a 
higher dressing out %. 

• Between 30kg -35kg LW every kilogram increase in weaning weight results in around 10-15% increase in 
lambs killed POM. 

• Increased weight of lambs sold store at weaning. Ability to bring store sales forward if store prices dropping. 

• More lambs in that marketable 27kg-33kg LW store bracket . 

• Advancement in post weaning sales resulting in an earlier mean sale date, often at higher prices.. 

• Creates opportunities for a lamb trade . 
 
Farm System 

• Fewer lambs on farm post weaning. 

• Reduced lamb days reduces parasite challenge across the flock. Less drench/work. 

• Savings in feed consumed after weaning. 

• Reduces pressure on pastures, and provides feed options post weaning for other stock. 

• More flexibility in drought . 

• Less reliance on expensive forages post weaning. 

• Feed crops/herbs etc  can be directed into replacement ewe lambs. 

• Feed crops/herbs used to shift the sale point and weight of a smaller % of trade lambs. 

• Feed crops/herbs used to lift tail-end ewes pre mating: 

• Lift a ewe 1 BCS before Mating = 43c/kgDM return 

• 5 year average summer lamb margin $17/hd or $0.13c/kgDM (Note doesn’t take into account 
ridiculous margins made this year on summer lambs!). 

 
Better hogget & 2th mating results 

• Less work to get ewe lambs up to mating weights. More hoggets put to the ram at heavier weights. 

• Heavier hoggets at mating = less pressure late winter/ early spring to play catch-up and less risk of a light 
2th. 

• Heavier 2ths with well grown-out frames results in better performance from the 2ths and flow-on effect to 
the MA ewes. 

 
Let’s put some numbers around it 
For this exercise we have developed a base Farmax model: 

• 400 Ha  - Growing 6500kg/DM/ha/Yr 

• 2000 MA & 2ths Lambing at 140%; 600 ewe hgts mated -  85% Lambing  

• Weaning at 90 Days - Lambs sold store at weaning.  Lamb weaning weight 27kg LW in the base model. 

• 120  Yearling bulls purchased August to November 

• 120 Bulls killed October to January @ 323kg CW 

The table below looks at the impact of weaning weight on profitability if all the lambs were simply sold store at 
weaning. The store price used is $3.00 kg LW. Lifting weaning weight +3 kg from 27kg to 30 kg LW resulted in 
$23,130 more profit or $11.60 per ewe. 



 

 

 
 

 
Flow-on Impacts – Optimise Farmax Model 
 
For this exercise we took the base Farmax model above and looked at 3 different weaning weights. We then 
changed the policy from selling all lambs store and moved to killing as many lambs POM at weaning and killed as 
many lambs through the autumn as the model would allow. All trade lambs were gone by the end of May. All 
Farmax models were based on the same quantity of 
feed and optimised so they were all ‘feasible’. The 
cattle policy stayed the same. Lamb schedule and 
store prices were based on long term averages.  
 
The table to the right shows the immediate benefits 
“in the bank”,  with more lambs killed prime off 
mum and lambs that can be killed heavier through 
the autumn with a higher average price. What is 
hard to put a value on is the impact on the farm 
system and the added flexibility. The improvement 
in hogget mating weights (43kg – 48kg) and 2th 
weights (62kg – 66kg) would have an immediate 
impact on the flock reproduction and a long term 
impact on the ongoing performance of the flock.  
 
What are the Top 10% achieving? 
There is a lot of ‘pub talk’ when it comes to weaning 
weights. You have to ask the hard questions, was 
this a 85-90 day weaning weight or 100-day? Were 
the replacements included, or was this just a sample of the sale lambs at weaning? If you had a 30kg weaning weight 
why are your ewe lambs only 37kg LW at 1st May? It’s very hard to get hold of a good data base of weaning weights 
as very few farmers record them. The table below gives a rough snapshot of some good operators around the 
Wairarapa and what weaning weights they are achieving. Some of the farms have a number of years of weight data. 
 

 
 
What is a realistic weaning weight target? 
      Singles  Twins 
Birth weight     5kg  4kg 
Weight gain to weaning (100 days)   350g/day 250g/day 
Weaning weight    40kg  29kg 
 

• Assuming 150% lambing (100 twins and 50 singles) this gives a target weaning weight of 32.7kg. 

Wairarapa Effective Ha Lambing % 

Summer Dry Hill Country 476 162% 30.3 28.5

Summer Dry Hill Country 622 149% 32
Summer Dry Medium Hills With 

Large Area of Flats/Herbs 1450 143% 34.8 34.2 32

Summer Safe Hill Country 620 147% 31.6 30.3 29.8

Summer Dry Hill Country 435 157% 32.8

Easy Hill Summer Dry 450 151% 31.5

Av 32.2

Weaning Weights kg LW

28 30 32

Lambing % 140 140 140

Lambs Killed POM from MA & 2th 245 464 698

Lambs Killed POM % (>34kg LW) 10% 18% 27%

Lambs Killed Prime % 66% 90% 92%

Average Lamb Price $92 $98 $101

Av Prime Lamb Weight kg CCW 17.1 17.9 18.3

Trade Lambs on End of Month:

Jan 2301 2113 1899

Feb 2176 1942 1833

March 1646 1531 1537

April 937 666 418

Weight of Ewe Lambs (kgLW)  1st May 43 46 48

Weight of 2ths (kgLW) 1st April 62 64 66

Gross Farm Revenue/Ha $1,140 $1,180 $1,205

Economic Farm Surplus/Ha $478 $519 $546

Weaning Weight kg LW

Base 27kg  28kg 29kg 30kg 31kg

Sheep Sales - Purchases $262,235 $269,945 $277,655 $285,365 $293,075

Wool $43,192 $43,192 $43,192 $43,192 $43,192

Total $305,427 $313,137 $320,847 $328,557 $336,267

Difference $7,710 $15,420 $23,130 $30,840

Lamb Weaning Weights Advantage 

from Base Per Ewe

1kg WW $7,710 $3.9

2kg WW $15,420 $7.7

3kg WW $23,130 $11.6

4kg WW $30,840 $15.4



 

 

• At 125% lambing (75 twins and 50 singles) this gives a target weaning weight of 33.4kg. 

• If you are not achieving this you have an opportunity! 
 

How to achieve a good weaning weight  
 
There are two main boxes you need to tick to achieve this ideal weaning weight: 

• Maximise ewe lactation 

• Maximise feed quality for lambs from week six onwards. 
 
Ewe Body Condition – “Skinny Ewes Wean Skinny Lambs” 
Ewe body condition has a big influence on milk & colostrum production and resulting lamb weaning weights. 
Ewe body condition at lambing also provides a buffer against variable pasture conditions.  The importance of 
ewe BCS at lambing has been covered in a number of AgLetter articles so this article will not cover it.  
 
Ewe Lactation 
A ewe’s lactation peaks 2-4 weeks after they lamb and tails off after that. The higher you get that peak, the longer the 
tail will be, and the bigger the total volume of milk produced. After peak lactation, the amount of milk produced 
reduces by 19-26 grams per day, and better nutrition will not really affect this rate of decline. You only get one chance 
here and it is all around ewe condition and quantity of feed.  
 
If ewes are underfed in the first 4 weeks of lactation there won’t be a “peak”, just a tail. The amount of feed in front 
of both the ewe and lamb can make a difference so keep shuffling those paddocks that are tight or adjusting the 
stocking rate if possible.  
 
Twins vs Singles. Getting the lactation bit right for twins is much more important than for singles. A single lamb from 
a ewe getting fed 75% of optimum is still getting fed more than a twin lamb from a ewe getting fed at 100% of 
optimum.      
 

Lamb Transition – Milk to Grass 
 
Pasture makes up a significant amount of a lamb’s diet by week six. If your mean lambing date is two weeks after the 
start of lambing, by week 8, pasture quality becomes the most important factor.  For an April 1st tupping date this 
equates to mid-October.  
 

The Lamb 

• Changes from 1 stomach to 4 stomachs at 4 to 5 weeks of age 

• By docking lambs are ruminants getting a milk top-up 

• 80% of diet from docking to weaning is grass 

• Speed of rumen growth is due to energy intake - milk and quality grass 

• 20kg lamb has twice the protein requirements of a 40kg lamb - milk is an important source of that protein 

• Most of the milk supply has gone by 8 weeks, so high quality grass is vital to high lamb LWG 

• Short growing ryegrass is as good as clover 

 
Pasture quality more important for multiples 
 
Lambs will start eating grass from two weeks old and are fully adjusted by three weeks. Milk still makes up the bulk 
of their diet however. A twin-bearing ewe will produce 30%-50% more milk than a single but as this is shared between 
two lambs, so twin lambs only receive on average two-thirds the milk of a single. To make up for this lower milk 
consumption, twin lambs are forced to start eating pasture at an earlier age than singles. It’s important that multiples 
are on the best quality pastures.  

 
 



 

 

Pasture Quality, Pasture Quality, Pasture Quality! 

 
The graph to the right depicts the liveweight 
gain of lambs on feeds of varying ME. What 
this highlights is: 
 

• Ewe’s milk will grow a lamb fast. This 
emphasises the need for a peak 
lactation. You need a high peak and long 
tail. 

• Clover-based diets provide great lamb 
feed. 

• It is easy to understand the exceptional 
weaning weights from ewes and lambs 
on chicory/plantain/clover, etc.   

Cleaning up paddocks  
It’s important to clean up paddocks in the 
winter so pastures are high quality and 
growing for spring - mud and ‘hoof & toof’ 
are your friends here. Don’t underestimate 
the impact of thatch, poor quality pastures 
on lamb growth rates. A graphic example of 
this was on a farm that docked two twin paddocks side by side of similar size and contour. One of the paddocks had 
been cleaned up in the winter rotation and the other had been missed before set stocking. The difference in both 
the lamb weights and ewe weights at pre-wean drenching was noticeable and this flowed through to weaning.  
 

Tips for Managing Pasture Quality  
 
Top up with cattle 
Make sure you have the option to top up paddocks with cattle to control pasture quality. You might only make a 
small margin buying cattle in the spring but what value they can add to the bottom line by improving weaning 
weights in lambs can be huge.  
Deferred Grazing 
Boxing paddocks of ewes and lambs up and taking a paddock or two out allows grazing to be concentrated and 
therefore pasture quality retained on the balance of the farm.  
Chemical Topping 
This technique is used more on summer safe country where paddocks are dropped out and pressure is kept on the 
rest of the property. The main function of the exercise is to prevent the low producing annual and native grass 
species present in the sward from going to seed.  It also lets light into the sward, allowing the higher quality and 
higher ME plants, such as clover, to expand in the area (Clover 11% to 19% in trials).   
 
Using high value forages 
Shuffling ewes and lambs onto high value forages such as 
Plantain/Clover/Chicory has a big impact on lamb weaning weights. The use of 
ram harnesses to get ewes into 10 day lambing groups can help with shedding 
ewes and lambs of an even age onto high quality forages.  
 
Early weaning  
As a lamb ages, it moves into competition with its ewe for available pasture 
intake and quality feed. Early weaning of lambs can be a tool to reduce 
competition and improve lamb growth rates, especially on high quality feeds. 
 
Creep grazing to improve weaning weights  
Creep grazing employs a gate through which lambs, but not ewes, can pass to get first choice of fresh feed in the 
next-door paddock. https://beeflambnz.com/knowledge-hub/PDF/creep-grazing-lambs 

https://beeflambnz.com/knowledge-hub/PDF/creep-grazing-lambs


 

 

 
 

Bikie story  

A Harley Biker is riding by the zoo in Washington DC when he sees a little girl leaning into the lion's cage. Suddenly, 
the lion grabs her by the collar of her jacket and tries to pull her inside to slaughter her under the eyes of her 
screaming parents.  

The biker jumps off his Harley, runs to the cage and hits the lion square on the nose with a powerful punch. 
Whimpering from the pain the lion jumps back letting go of the girl, and the biker brings the girl to her terrified 
parents, who thank him endlessly. 

 A reporter has watched the whole event. He (she?) says to the Harley rider, “Sir, this was the most gallant and 
bravest thing I've seen a man do in my whole life.” The Harley rider replies, “Why, it was nothing, really. The lion was 
behind bars. I just saw this little kid in danger, and acted as I felt right.” 
 
The reporter says, “Well, I'll make sure this won't go unnoticed. I'm a journalist, you know, and tomorrow's paper will 
have this story on the front page. So, what do you do for a living, and what political affiliation do you have?” The 
biker replies "I'm a U.S. Marine, a Republican and I’m voting for Trump." 
 
The journalist leaves. 
 
The following morning the biker buys the paper to see if it indeed brings news of his actions, and reads, on the front 
page: 
“U.S. MARINE ASSAULTS AFRICAN IMMIGRANT & STEALS HIS LUNCH” 

 
 
 

 



 

 

OTHER PRICES 
 

SI Lamb Schedule  $8.20 SI P Beef Schedule $5.60 
NI Local Trade Beef $6.05 NI 220-245 kg M Cow $4.60 
NI 220-245 kg P Cow $4.60  NI Venison 60 kg stag $11.30 
    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

SOUTHERN NORTH 
ISLAND 

CANTERBURY OTAGO/SOUTHLAND 

Store Lambs (2017)          
Male & MS 38-42 kg $4.10 $4.20  

  
$4.00-$4.30  = 

 35-38 kg $4.45-$4.70  $4.50 -$4.60       $4.00-$4.30 = 
 30-35 kg $4.50-$4.70 = $4.50-$4.60       $4.00-$4.30 = 
Ewe Lambs 30-35 kg $4.40-$4.50    $4.00-$4.30 = 

 36-38 kg $4.00-$4.40  
  

$4.00-$4.30 = 

Works Ewes 22-24kg $5.30 = $5.30 = $5.35 = 

Heavy Export Ewes 28kg  $150 = $150 = $150 = 

Ewes with Lambs at Foot    M/G Cond. $115 -$122      

Ewes with Lambs at Foot    L/M Cond. $100-$110      

2 yo Steers 400-450 $3.10-$3.40 = $3.20 –$3.30 = $3.15-$3.20 = 
 350-400 

    
$3.15-$3.20 = 

Dairy X 350-400 $2.90 - $3.00  
  

$2.90 - $3.00  

2 yo Heifers 380-420 $2.90  - $3.10  $2.70 - $2.80  $2.80-$3.00 = 
Dairy X 380-400 $2.75-$2.90  $2.50-$2.90 = $2.70-$2.80 = 

2 yo Bulls  450-500  $2.90-$3.10  $2.70-$2.80 
 

$2.80-$3.00 = 
 400-450 $3.00-$3.10 = 

  
$2.80-$3.00 = 

Ylg   Steers (Trad) 250-300 $3.90 $4.05  $4.00-$4.20 = $3.80-$4.00 = 

Ylg   Steers (Trad) 200-250 $4.00-$4.10  $4.00-$4.20 = $3.80-$4.00 = 

Ylg   Steers (Trad) 170-200   $4.00-$4.20 = $4.00-$4.10 = 

Ylg   Steers (Exotic) 250-300 $4.00 = $4.00-$4.20 = $3.90-$4.00 = 

Ylg   Heifers (Trad) 170-200 $3.50-$3.60  $4.00 = $3.50-$3.80 = 

Ylg   Heifers (Trad) 200-250 $3.50-$3.60  $3.80 = $3.50-$3.80 = 

Ylg   Friesian Bulls 260-280 kg $3.30  $3.00  = $2.80 - $3.00  

Ylg   Friesian Bulls 200-250 kg $3.30-$3.40 =   $3.20  = 

NOTICES 
B+LNZ Tararua Farming for Profit Seminar & Eastern North Island Annual Meeting 
Where: Dannevirke Services & Citizens Club, 1 Princess St, Dannevirke 
When: 1–5pm, Wednesday 5 September 
This day will explore the future of the wool industry in New Zealand, and what farmers can do in an environment of low 
product returns and high shearing costs. Also come along to vote for your Farmer Council representatives at the Annual 
Meeting at 5pm.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


